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1 Notice  

1.1 Symbols definitions  

 
Forbidden 

 
Important 

 
Tips 

 
Notes 
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1.2 Technical support 

website：www. chcnav.com 

Contact：+86 18752971677 

Skype: chc_support 

Email: Yann@chcnav.com 

 

2 Safety 

2.1 Warning 

Since the product is a sensitive item, any illegal use is strictly prohibited. CHC shall 

not take any responsibility for any consequences arising out of illegal uses, or the 

third party responsibility incurred with the product use. For safety, please read the 

manual carefully before any operation of the product. 

 

2.2 Notice 

2.2.1 Aerial Vehicles Control System  

All aircrafts in China should apply for government permission before flight. 

2.2.2 Flight Zone 

(1) Please pay attention to the no fly zone for aircraft , such as airport, railway, 

warehouse or factory with combustible and explosive goods or hazardous goods , 

power plant , military base , assembly occupancies and other no fly zones.  

2.2.3 Flight Zone Conditions  

(1) Please avoid any obstacle for the flight plan  

(2) Please avoid the shearing wind environment for takeoff and landing ,for example 

between skyscrapers and mountains  

2.2.4 Operation Personnel  

(1) Make sure the personnel who will operate related equipment are in good shape 

both physically and mentally.  

(2) Any alcohol drinking or drunk status is forbidden for personnel before flight.  
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3 Overview  

P310 UAV has hybrid configuration with fixed wing and multi-copter, which is able 

to take-off and landing vertically like a multi-copter and transit to forward flight 

efficiently like fixed wing UAV. P310 combines the advantages from of fixed wing, 

such as high speed, long endurance and long flight distance and VTOL features from 

multi-copters. P310 UAV requires no special launch equipment and do not require 

runways for launch or recovery. Transition to winged flight and VTOL are fully 

autonomous controlled by CHC patent autopilot system. P310 UAV is widely applied 

for aerial mapping, aerial surveying, aerial surveillance and inspection under extreme 

environment, such as mountain areas, hills, forestry and buildings. 

 

4 Key Features 

a. Hybrid configuration design of fixed wing UAV and rotors UAV  

b. Long endurance, high speed, long flight range and large payload  

c. Vertical takeoff and landing: It does not requires runway to take off nor recovery to 

land. 

d. RTK GPS module for high precision vertical and horizontal positioning  

e. Fully autonomous flight control by professional flight control and GCS system 

from CHC  

f. Easy to operate and fast to assembly and disassembly within 10 min 

4.1 General Specifications  

Specifications 

MTOW 12Kg 

Payload 1~2Kg 

Cruise 20m/s 

Max. Speed 30m/s 

Flight Endurance 90 mins  
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Wingspan 2.6m 

 

4.1.1 Ground Control Station  

GCS for P310 UAV integrates all DGPS module, data link, WIFI module and battery, 

which is easy to transport and operate. As below pictures:   

 

GCS IP Address：10.10.100.254; Port：2010 

 

 

 

5 P310 UAV Operation 
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5.1 Preparation  

5.1.1 Battery  

Avionics and front motor battery: 1 piece，30000mAh lithium battery 

Rotor power battery：1piece，10000mAh lithium battery 

Prepare the batteries for Autopilot system, servos, dynamic system, hovering system 

and GCS  

 

5.1.2 Payload Installation  

Please install the payload (no more than 1kg) in the correct position of aircraft 

according to their function and make some vibration isolation solution for payload.  

 

 

 Over payload and payload bay modification are forbidden.  

 

5.1.3 Flight Plan Creation 

The flight planning in CHC Commander Software would be necessary according to 
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different flight mission. Please refer to CHC Commander Manual for detailed 

information about flight planning, waypoint edition. 

 

5.1.4 Emergency Handle  

Emergency waypoint 0 would be set near GCS and with reasonable minimum altitude 

to make sure aircraft would return back to it if any emergency happens such as 

communication timeout , engine stalling and loss of GPS signal during flight. Please 

refer to CHC Commander Software manual for detailed information.  

 

5.1.5 P310 Airframe Assembly  

P310 UAV is disassembled and packed in the aviation suitcase for transportation, the 

size of aviation suitcase is 1500x500x500mm. Users would assembly the airframe 

when they have flight mission.  

 

 

 

Airframe  
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The airframe and wings are connected by plug pin bolt.  

 

Wing assembly: The wings are composed of 3 parts, wing midpiece and 2 ailerons. 

Install the vertical rotors between the midpiece and ailerons, which has its direction. 

Please follow the marks when install them.  
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Assembly steps as below： 

(1) The vertical propellers are mounting before shipping from factory. Please refer to 

below drawing if users need to change by themselves.  
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(2) Connect the wires between two ailerons and mid-piece by corresponding 

connector plug. The connector can prevent wrongly insert.  
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Connect the 2 ailerons and mid-piece as picture below, use the fastening bolt to fix.  
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Mounting the Tail Wing  
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The tail wing should be installed in the middle of the midpiece. Firstly connect 

electric connecting wire and then insert the tail into the base of midpiece. To insert 

the elevator and limited rod after the installation of tail wing.  

 

 

Fix the batteries into the proper location without any loosen. 

Batteries connection loosen and mixing batteries are forbidden  

Users would choose the batteries suggested by CHC  

 

5.2 Preflight Check  

5.1.5 Connection Check  

(1) Check the cables connection and fixed tightly 

(2) Check the engine propeller and fixed tightly , otherwise, do not fly aircraft. 

(3) Check the pitot without damage or leakage . 

(4) Power on the GCS , autopilot ,steering engine and motors , then use the CW AP 
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Commander to check.  

 

5.1.6 Front motor Check  

(1) Check the installation of propellers 

(2) Check the installation of motors propellers  

 Engine propeller would be anticlockwise rotation (from nose to tail view) 

 Motors propellers would be Front-Right /Left-Back motors with clockwise 

rotation, and Front-Left/Right-Back motors with anti-clock wise rotation (from nose 

to tail view) 

 

5.1.7 Gravity Center Check  

User would recheck the gravity center before each flight and any payload change. If 

the gravity center is deviant more than 3cm, it must be adjusted to adhere to the 

design gravity center.  

 

5.1.8 GCS Check  

To avoid risks, do not connect to power supply when check the ground control station 

software.  

(1) Remote Control Check。 

Users move the remote control joystick and check whether the AP Commander 

Movement direction coordinates with actual joystick movement. Otherwise, pilot 

would inverse on remote control. 

(2) Attitude Check.   

Change the aircraft attitude manually and check whether the attitude status is the 

same as instruction panel. 

(3) Magnetic Sensors Check 

Users need magnetic sensor check before each flight. Step1: Rotate aircraft 

manually 90 degree and read the magnetic heading value, Step2: Make 4 times 

rotation like step 1. Step3: Check the difference value between two magnetic 
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heading values that would be about 90. 

If the difference value has more deviation of 90, users need to make magnetic 

sensor calibration. 

(4) Flight Plan Check 

User request for remote flight plan and landing plan and check if the flight plan is 

set reasonably.  

 

Note: If previous 4 steps are finished, users could power on the motors and engine 

to start. 

 

(5) Power and RTK Status Check 

User check the power of motors, engine, autopilot and RTK status.  

(6) Control Surface Check 

Pilot switch aircraft to auto mode and check the control surface of aileron, elevator, 

rudder and rotors direction by AP Commander. 

(7) Dynamic Pressure Check 

 

 

Note: Dynamic pressure is very important to airspeed. Users need to make dynamic 

pressure check before each flight.  

 

a. Cover the pitot to keep out of wind 

b. Send command “Zero Airspeed”，the dynamic pressure would be fluctuate at 0Pa 

c. Press the pitot with finger to check the dynamic pressure value, which would 

increase immediately to certain value and keep the value. 

 Preflight check would be very important to ensure the UAV flight in safe 

situation. 
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5.2 First Flight Mission  

Users must assembly the airframe and electrics system and make the preflight check 

before first flight mission.  

 

5.2.1 Create Flight Plan  

Please refer to CHC AP Commander Operation manual for details of flight plan 

creation. As picture above, waypoint 0 is the emergency handle waypoint with 

properties circling setting. The flight plan would be cycle from waypoint 1 to 

waypoint 4. 

 

 Please refer to CHC AP Commander Operation manual for details of flight 

plan creation. 

 

5.2.2 Auto takeoff and landing  

(1) Auto Takeoff  

User would send command of auto takeoff after preflight check. 

Then the aircraft would takeoff vertically by lift from motors.  
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The engine would start when aircraft lift up to 2.5m. 

The aircraft would transit to fixed wing mode if lift up to preset min. 

altitude to waypoint 1  

(2) Auto Landing  

User would confirm two points as landing points and landing direction, then autopilot 

would generate the landing flight plan automatically, as  picture below:  

 Waypoint 794 is the start waypoint of landing plan , Waypoint 798 is the real landing 

point.   

 

 User send the command “Land Now” to autopilot to operate auto landing plan.  

 

 

6 Maintenance Instruction   

6.1 Airframe maintenance  

(1) After flight, please clean the airframe to avoid the airframe corrosion  

(2) Keep the aircraft in dry condition to avoid moisture that effect autopilot IMU 
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measurement.   

(3) Cover the pitot after flight or in store to avoid pitot blocked. 

 

6.2 Battery maintenance  

(1) Keep the Li battery cell 3.8~3.9V for battery in storage.  

(2) Keep the battery warm if flight in low temperature environment.  

 

7 Disclaimer  

CHC shall not take any responsibility for any consequences arising out of illegal uses, 

or the third party responsibility incurred with the product use. In addition, CHC shall 

not provide any technical supports and commitments to the organization or person 

who acquired the products in an inappropriate channel. 

 

User’s direct or indirect use of CHC AP Series Autopilot by all means shall be 

considered as receiving all the provisions in this Disclaimer; if having any objections 

to any clauses of this Disclaimer, please stop using immediately. 

CHC reserves the right for the interpretation of this manual. 

 

7.1 Forbidden  

CHC would not be responsible for below forbidden behaviors of users:  

(1) Modify the aircraft configuration and gravity center of aircraft 

(2) Change the improper type parts and accessories 

(3) Modify the autopilot system and ESC parameters 

(4) Modify the ground control station 

 

7.2 Unsafety  

(1) UAV flight without flight zone permission 

(2) UAV flight out of the aircraft performance limits , such as ceiling, max speed, max 

wind resistance, max flight endurance and max flight range.  
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(3) UAV flight under severe weather condition or extreme lower temperature（≤-20℃）

(4) UAV flight with unreasonable flight plan 

(5) UAV flight without preflight check 

(6) UAV flight out of the lifetime limit 

 

 

 

 


